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ScienceDirect Topic Pages
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An age of Information 

Overload
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44% look for articles outside their 

immediate field at least weekly.

20%

24%

27%

10%

6%

3%
11%

Several times a week

Around once a week

Around once or twice a month

Once every 2-3 months

Once every 6 months

Less often/never

It depends on what I'm working on at the time

How often do you search for articles outside your 

immediate field of study? N=352

28%

18%

9%

23%

21%

At least once every 6 months

Once a year

Once every 2-3 years

Less often/never

It varies

Approximately, how often do you look for collaborators from 

outside your immediate field of study?    N=352

Elsevier Researcher panel, March 2015

47% look for collaborators outside their 
immediate field at least once a year.

Researchers are increasingly looking across disciplines
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Books and journal articles provide different types of content, but for this reason they are fundamentally 

interlinked: researchers/students need both to build their knowledge around a topic. 

 A catalyst for discovery in new area

 Gives broader view of a topic

 More sustained arguments, differing 

opinions, nuance and complexity

 Offers expert opinion on most relevant 

topics

 Links to related  (and often unexpected 

fields, methods and materials

 Specialised knowledge

 Narrow focus

 Extreme depth

 Latest research / new results

 Applying techniques

BOOK 

CONTENT
Breadth Connecting 

Disciplines

ARTICLE 

CONTENT
Depth in Growing 

Disciplines

eBook content is a critical complement to journal content
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Usage data shows books and journals are used together

When I’m 

searching for a 

new topic or 

research area, 

journals are 

too narrow and 

take too much 

time.

Papers can 

leave out a lot of 

information. 

Books help me 

see applicability 

and connect the 

dots.

Articles 

are too narrow

when I’m trying to 

take technology 

from a total 

unrelated area, like 

surface coatings 

from metals into 

biology. 

When I need more 

information about 

materials I’m 

using, or reactions 

between 

materials, then I 

turn to books.

Data source: White Rhino Research (B2ME), August 2015. Data source: ScienceDirect usage data in 2015
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Current Systems Leave Researchers to Sort, Sift, and Self-Curate 

Supporting Information
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New Topic Page Solution

1
2

3
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Seamlessly Hyperlinked from Journal Articles

• An interactive, seamless and easy reading experience
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Quick Definition1

• A short definition to quickly orient the 

user to the subject

• Enables users to understand and 

interpret scientific literature
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Related Terms2

• Users can learn more through 

interdisciplinary links

• Ideal for those who want to 

explore further
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Relevant Excerpts3

• Provides a 

comprehensive 

overview
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ScienceDirect Topic Pages enhance co-usage and 

improve the speed, selectivity and serendipity of 

research and learning

• Seamlessly links book chapters and  journal 

articles to enhance co-usage

• Provides definitions from book content to help 

users understand and interpret scientific 

literature

• Provides authoritative and relevant overviews

for users navigating new areas

• Delivers and surfaces answers to users at their point of need

• Fundamental knowledge taken from books brings researchers and 

students quickly up to speed 

• Content links to a wealth of knowledge in connected disciplines to 

support interdisciplinary research


